Management of patients with aneurismal subarachnoid hemorrhage and associated symptomatic vasospasm on presentation.
Rebleeding and symptomatic vasospasm (VS) are the major causes of subsequent morbidity and mortality in patients surviving a subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH). Although most patients present rapidly after the bleed, some may seek medical attention in a delayed fashion due to non-resolving or worsening headaches or new neurological deficits, requiring treatment during the period at risk for VS. Such patients may either present asymptomatic radiological VS on their diagnostic angiogram or present symptomatic VS confirmed on angiogram. A similar situation may occur in patients presenting within the first 48 hours after SAH with very early angiographic VS. Deciding on the optimal timing and modality of treatment in such patients with SAH and symptomatic VS on presentation is controversial. Only six observational studies that specifically assessed aneurysm treatment in the presence of symptomatic VS have been published to date. We reviewed the published literature on the management of ruptured intracranial aneurysms in the presence of symptomatic VS and suggest avenues for future studies.